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Item  Pages 

1.   APPOINTMENT OF CHAIR   

 The Committee is asked to appoint a Chair for the 2020-21 Municipal 
Year. 
 

 

2.   APPOINTMENT OF CO-OPTED MEMBERS  4 

 The Committee is asked to approve the appointment of two non-voting 
co-opted members. 
 

 

3.   APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 
 

 

4.   ROLL CALL AND DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST   

 At the start of the meeting the Chair will carry out a roll call of committee 
members to confirm attendance. Members will also have an opportunity 
to declare any interests. 
 
If a Councillor has a disclosable pecuniary interest in a particular item, 
whether or not it is entered in the Authority’s register of interests, or any 
other significant interest which they consider should be declared in the 
public interest, they should declare the existence and, unless it is a 
sensitive interest as defined in the Member Code of Conduct, the nature 
of the interest at the commencement of the consideration of that item or 
as soon as it becomes apparent. 
 
At meetings where members of the public are allowed to be in 
attendance and speak, any Councillor with a disclosable pecuniary 
interest or other significant interest may also make representations, give 
evidence or answer questions about the matter.  The Councillor must 
then withdraw immediately from the meeting before the matter is 
discussed and any vote taken.  
 
Where Members of the public are not allowed to be in attendance and 
speak, then the Councillor with a disclosable pecuniary interest should 
withdraw from the meeting whilst the matter is under consideration. 
Councillors who have declared other significant interests should also 
withdraw from the meeting if they consider their continued participation 
in the matter would not be reasonable in the circumstances and may 
give rise to a perception of a conflict of interest. 
 
Councillors are not obliged to withdraw from the meeting where a 
dispensation to that effect has been obtained from the Audit, Pensions 
and Standards Committee. 
 

 

5.   MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING  5 - 12 

 To approve as an accurate record, the minutes of the meeting held on 
6th October 2020. 
 
 

 



6.   MANAGER'S REPORT  13 - 27 

 The Committee is asked to note and approve all matters in the report. 
 

 

7.   GROUNDS MAINTENANCE UPDATE REPORT  28 - 30 

 The Committee is asked to note and approve all matters in the report. 
 

 

8.   HS2 ALTERNATIVE ACCESS REPORT 
 

31 - 54 

 



APPOINTMENT OF CO-OPTEES 
 

Report Author: 
Amrita Gill, Committee Coordinator 
 

Contact Details: 
Tel: 07776672845 
E-mail: amrita.gill@lbhf.gov.uk  
 

 
1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
1.1  This report sets out the appointment of the Committee’s co-opted members. 

 
2. RECOMMENDATIONS 

2.1 The Committee is asked to agree the appointments of the following non- voting 
co-opted members: 

 Sir Stephen Waley-Cohen – Friends of Wormwood Scrubs Representative 

 Miriam Shea – Friends of Wormwood Scrubs Representative 
 

3. INTRODUCTION 
  

3.1 The terms of reference of the Wormwood Scrubs Charitable Trust Committee 
make provision for the co-option of two non-voting members to its committee. 

 
3.2 As an appreciation for their commitment to supporting the work of the trust it is 

proposed that the Committee re-appoints 2 non-voting co-opted members in the 
role of a representative from the Friends of Wormwood Scrubs. 

 
3.3 The Friends are an association of users of Wormwood Scrubs Park (“the 

Scrubs”), are recognised as a charity by HMRC and have over 3,000 supporters. 
The objectives of the Friends, according to their constitution, include the 
protection and conservation of the Scrubs for the exercise, recreation and 
enjoyment of the public in accordance with the Wormwood Scrubs Act 1879 and 
the resistance of encroachments and other inappropriate activity affecting the 
lawful use and enjoyment of the Scrubs by the public.   

 
4. TERMS OF OFFICE 

 
4.1 The co-opted members’ period of office will expire at the end of the municipal 

year and the Committee will then decide whether these positions will be 
reappointed for a further year. 
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______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Minutes are subject to confirmation at the next meeting as a correct record of the proceedings and any amendments arising will be 
recorded in the minutes of that subsequent meeting. 

Wormwood Scrubs 
Charitable Trust Committee 

Minutes 
 

Tuesday 6 October 2020 
 

PRESENT 
 
Committee Members: Councillors Alexandra Sanderson (Chair) Helen Rowbottom and 
Belinda Donovan  
 
Co-opted Members: Stephen Waley-Cohen and Miriam Shea 
 
Advisors to the Trust: Stephen Hollingworth, David Burns, Richard Gill, Carmen 
Lomotey, Chris Harris  
 
Amrita Gill (Clerk)  
 

NOT This meeting was held remotely. A recording of the meeting can be found at:  
https: https://youtu.be/RL3MtxUvLKo 

  
 

1. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 
 
There were no apologies for absence. 
 

2. ROLL CALL AND DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
 
There were no declarations of interest. 
 

3. MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING(S) 
 
Stephen Waley-Cohen, Co-opted Member requested that the following amendment 
be included to the 30th June minutes. 
 
The Committee discussed options on moving towards a new management 
agreement and to enable contractors to tender for the Wormwood Scrubs contract 
independently of any other parts of the borough-wide contract, although there was 
no restriction on contractors tendering for all the elements of the contract. 
 
RESOLVED  
The minutes of the previous meetings were agreed as a correct record 
 

4. MANAGER'S REPORT 
 
Steve Hollingworth, Advisor to the Trust, presented the report. 
 
HS2 Bill Alternative Ecological Mitigation (AEM) 
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Steve Hollingworth noted that the AEM works were progressing. A conservation 
management plan had been circulated to the Friends for comments. A subgroup 
needed to be set up to discuss and agree the masterplan presented at the last 
Committee. 
 
HS2 – Compensation Code Temporary access to Trust Land 
Steve Hollingworth noted that the current programme was for HS2 to access the 
site in November to carry out visual surveys with clearance work on site 
commencing in December/January. Patricia Thompson was the community 
engagement manager for HS2 and had been meeting with the wider community to 
explain the impact of the proposals. A meeting had been proposed with the Friends 
and Patricia would also be able to attend a meeting with the Trust to make a 
presentation if required. 
 
The Chair requested that a meeting be arranged to meet with Patricia Thompson. 

Action: Steve Hollingworth 
 

 
Update on leases 
Steve Hollingworth explained that the draft Heads of Terms and a service 
agreement had been agreed by Kensington Dragons Football Club (KDFC). The 
Council had appointed a legal advisor to formalise the appropriate agreements.  
 
The licence to use the old tennis courts behind the Linford Christie Stadium 
allowed the hospital use of this space for a limited period. It was noted that 
asbestos had been discovered during early mobilisation works. The cost of the 
remediation of the asbestos works would be offset against the income to be 
received for the licence. 
 
Park Lodge – details of the lease and the extent of the repairs were being 
explored. An options paper would be brought to a future Committee. 
 
The licence to Kensington Aldridge Academy (KAA) had been renewed on the 
same terms. 
 
The Chair requested that residents continued to be kept updated and informed of 
any planned changes to the KAA lease.  
 
Implementing Strategic Governance Review recommendations  
David Burns, Advisor to the Trust noted that at the July 2020 meeting, the 
Committee approved a report which included proposals for a governance and 
strategy review.  Currently there was no dedicated officer with the day to day 
responsibility for supporting the Trust Committee or to help the Trust develop its 
vision and strategy. Officers therefore recommended approving a budget allocation 
of £75k a year for two years (£150,000 in total) to fund an appropriate manager 
role to support this.  
 
Miriam Shea, Co-opted Member asked if there was any scope for Members to feed 
into the job description. In response David Burns explained that the job description 
would be co-produced with Trust, including the full remit of the role and annual 
objectives. 
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Councillor Helen Rowbottom asked for clarification to be provided on some of the 
duties that would be carried out by the project manager. David Burns provided an 
overview of the responsibilities that would be carried out, these included working 
closely with Council officers to ensure all actions were followed up after Committee 
meetings. In addition, the new project manager would develop a strategy and 
business plan with Committee Members. 
 
Members requested that a skeleton job description and a breakdown of the current 
governance process, including an update on what monies were available to the 
Trust to be circulated to the Committee. 

Action: David Burns 
 
 
Members commented that this was an important role to be created and 
unanimously supported the recommendation, subject to reviewing the job 
description and a map of the governance arrangements for the Trust. 
 
 
Community Safety Update 
Steve Hollingworth provided an overview and noted that additional patrols were in 
place since April from the community safety team to help manage social distancing 
requirements in public parks. 
 
It was noted that residents and the Friends had raised a number of concerns 
including proposing fencing the ‘Meadow Pipit meadow’. Encroaching bramble and 
a lack of signage to reinforce the site rules. Most of these issues would be 
addressed through the proposals put forward in the biodiversity masterplan.  
 
Stephen Waley-Cohen, Co-opted Member noted that many members of the 
Friends were concerned about the creation of major routes through the wild 
meadow area, whilst others were in favour of this plan. He requested that 
additional signage and updated by-laws be placed on all the entrance points to 
mitigate some of the issues. 
 
Miriam Shea, Co-opted Member asked for consideration to be placed on putting up 
some temporary signage as an interim measure until the biodiversity masterplan 
was being implemented.   

Action: Steve Hollingworth 
 
Grounds Maintenance and site management update  
Steve Hollingworth provided an update and noted that the Linford Christie Stadium 
re-opened for pre-booked track sessions on the 2nd July. Thames Valley Harriers 
had been running 3 sessions per week and their numbers had been steadily 
increasing. Kensington Dragons had also started back playing matches on the 
centre pitch at weekends. Some of the All-Weather pitches sustained some 
damage during lockdown and could not be used. Repairs had been completed on 
24th September and bookings commenced on 28th September.  
 
It was noted that large timber play equipment on the Braybrook Street boundary 
had been identified as defective and would have to be removed. Prices to repair or 
replace were being explored but no funds had been identified at present for its 
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replacement. The Old Oak and Park Royal Development Corporation (OPDC) had 
been approached for S106 funding . 
 
 
Stephen Waley-Cohen, Co-opted Member commented that the play equipment 
facility had not been in place for very long. He asked for further clarification to be 
provided on the reasons why this facility was defected and if the contractors had 
any potential liability for this. Steve Hollingworth to circulate an update on this. 

Action: Steve Hollingworth 
 

Steve Hollingworth noted that at the last meeting the Trust requested that the 
potholes in the access road from the Scrubs were addressed. Officers 
recommended that the Trust take legal advice to document changes so that at the 
end of the licence KAA do all the other reinstatement works required. Officers 
recommended that £75,000 was made available to fund these works of which 
£25,000 would be funded by KAA. 
 
The Chair noted that from her understanding the original discussions indicated that 
KAA would fund the entire set of works. Therefore, asked that further discussions 
be held with KKA around funding before a decision could be made. 
 
The Committee unanimously agreed to delegate authority to the Chair to approve 
the funding for the access road once further discussions had been held with KAA. 
 
Events 
Steve Hollingworth noted that no events had been held at the Scrubs during the 
Covid-19 pandemic. However, Council officers were talking to a reputable event’s 
organiser within the London area called Slammin Events about the possibility of 
using the Scrubs for festivals and events in the future. If Members of the Trust 
would like to take this forward, a representative of Slammin Events would be happy 
to attend the next meeting to provide more detail and discuss consultation and 
mitigation strategies, to move things forward. 
 
Councillor Helen Rowbottom asked for further clarification on the types of events 
that could be hosted on the Scrubs and requested an update on Secret Cinema. In 
response Steve Hollingworth provided an overview on the process for inviting 
event organisations to bid and host events on the Scrubs. Council officers had 
been trying to re-engage with Secret Cinema, however had not received a 
response. Slammin Events were keen to host a smaller event at the Scrubs and 
ensure the appropriate mitigation actions were in place. 
 
Members said that whilst this was a good opportunity to increase our revenue, we 
needed to be mindful of the types of events that were held at the Scrubs. 
Therefore, all expressions of interest were welcome to explore a range of different 
options, most appropriate for the Scrubs.  
 
 
Audit - Update on the 2018/19 and 2019/20 Accounts 

Statement of Accounts 2018/19 
Christopher Harris, Advisor to the Trust  noted that the 2018/19 accounts were 
proceeding through final internal review procedures with the external auditor. The 
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impact of Covid-19 had meant additional processes had to be followed, including 
completion of a ‘going-concern’ assessment which had, unfortunately, delayed 
progress.  Subject to any final audit queries arising the accounts should proceed to 
signing stage presently. The net revenue (surplus) position for 2018/19, as 
reported to committee, remained unchanged at £226,944. 
 
The final audited 2018/19 Financial Accounts would be approved by Stephen 
Hollingworth in consultation with the Chair once they were ready as per the 
delegation at the January Committee. 
 
Statement of Accounts 2019/20 and Appointment of Auditors 
Christopher Harris, Advisor to the Trust noted that the 2019/20 accounts were 
awaiting audit. The net revenue (surplus) position for 2019/20 was calculated at 
£141,940.    
 
The Trust was required to appoint auditors for the financial year 2019/20.  Subject 
to confirmation of final legal advice, The Trust was asked to approve an audit 
procurement and appointment strategy as follows: 
 

 An advisor-led audit appointment panel to be created and the 
membership of this panel to be agreed by the Chair; 

 A minimum of three quotes to be obtained via the Council’s e-Sourcing 
system; 

 Subject to the auditor meeting the minimum statutory and regulatory 
requirements concerning their appropriateness to undertake audit, an 
assessment to be undertaken with regard to appropriate advice and 
guidance and based on a price/quality ratio of 50:50; 

 The appointment panel would review the quotes and make a 
recommendation to Chair; 

 The Chair will confirm final appointment and report that decision to the 
Committee. 

 
The Committee approved the audit procurement strategy for 2019.20 as set out 
above.  
 

Financial Forecast 2020/21 
Carmen Lomotey, Advisor to the Trust, provided an overview of the financial 
forecast. The budget for 2020/21 was set with an anticipated surplus of £103,864 to 
be added to the Trust’s reserves. The current forecast (as at 25th September 2020) 
was a much-reduced surplus of £7,186, which was £96,678 worse than budget. 
The main reason for this was reduced parking income; forecasted underspends 
had, however, reduced the impact. 
 

Income 
Carmen Lomotey, Advisor to the Trust noted that the 2020/21 income budget was 
set at £975,164. However, the current forecast was £113,733 less than this, at 
£861,430. Income from pay and display and parking meters had increased since 
the introduction of cashless parking, but the Covid-19 lockdown had significantly 
impacted on income since March 2020. Although the 2020 budget was set at a 
cautious £300,000 (£51,834 less than the 2018/19 outturn), the current forecast for 
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parking income was £120,391 than budgeted. Forecasted at only £179,609, 
parking income was 49% and 45% less than the 2018/19 and 2019/20 outturns, 
respectively. Monthly income loss peaked in April (74%), steadily decreased May to 
July, but increased slightly again in August (43%) as set out on page 7 of the 
Manger’s Report.  
The Chair asked if the parking income figures for September/October were 
significantly different compared to previous months. In response Carmen Lomotey 
noted that these  figures would be available from the parking service team next 
week.  

Miriam Shea, Co-opted Member noted that it would be worth considering as an 
option to introduce parking charges for the Hospital and Scrubs Lane carparks 7 
days a week. 

Action: Carmen Lomotey 

Governance costs 
The Committee noted that it would be useful to understand in more detail what the 
governance costs were and how much the Trust contributed towards the costs of 
borough services. In response Carmen Lomotey noted that the governance costs 
were outlined on page 7 of the Manager’s Report and these were the only costs 
payable by the Trust.  
 
RESOLVED: 

That the Committee: 

- Approved a budget of up to £75,000 per year for up to two years to create 
and fund a suitable post as a project manager for the Trust, to develop the 
long-term strategy and objectives and co-ordinate the day to day activities of 
the Trust, subject to reviewing the job description and a map of the 
governance arrangements for the Trust. 

- Delegated to the Trust manager in consultation with the Chair of the Trust to 
develop a person specification and complete a recruitment process 

- Requested Council officers to appoint legal advice to reword the licence with 
KAA. 

- Agreed to delegate authority to the Chair to approve a budget of up to 
£75,000 for the resurfacing and repair of the access road from Scrubs lane, 
subject to further discussions being held with KAA regarding funding.  

- Noted the audit update and approved the audit procurement strategy for 
2019/20 (as set out in para 9.3) 

- Noted the 2020/21 Financial Forecast and all other matters in the report 

 
5. LINFORD CHRISTIE OUTDOOR STADIUM - OUTLINE BUSINESS CASE 

 
David Burns, Advisor to the Trust, presented the report and provided an overview 
of the outline business case and recommendations as to how to proceed. The 
outline business case (OBC) had been completed and recommended 
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redevelopment of the site to produce replacement community facilities funded 
through disposal of the stadium site on a long lease for enabling development. This 
should be secured through a developer partner and procurement process should 
be undertaken to select the partner.  
 
David Burns provided a brief summary of the OBC and recommended next steps 
as set out in the report.  
 
The shortlist of options was refined to the following: 

 
1. Business as Usual (BAU)/Do Nothing 

2. Do Minimum 

3. Athletics & sports centre including pitch hub 

4. Athletics and major indoor arena  

5. Athletics and professional sport stadium 

 

It was noted that options 3, 4 and 5 were all projected to have a more significant 
impact and be more financially sustainable/ generate potential revenue for the 
Trust. However, all of these options necessitate the development of new buildings 
on the Stadium site, which run contrary to the current MOL designation and as 
such would require a clear planning case based on Very Special Circumstances 
(VSC) that might be supported on this site.  
 
David Burns explained that the Trust was asked to select a procurement process 
and if approved Council officers would develop an evaluation in further detail.  
 
Councillor Helen Rowbottom asked who would be developing the social and 
community benefits in more detail and how would we ensure people were 
consulted as widely as possible, particularly during the Covid-19 pandemic. In 
response David Burns provided an overview of the timelines and the consultation 
process. He noted that the Committee Members would have an opportunity to feed 
into the criteria and objectives for the consultation.  
 
Members noted that it would be useful for a detailed timeline of the different stages 
of the process to be provided, including the time required to overcome the 
Metropolitan open land arrangements.  

Action: David Burns 
 
Stephen Waley-Cohen outlined his concerns around the options recommended in 
the business case. In addition, he felt that the ecological impact on the hospital and 
the pony centre and also needed to be considered.  He requested that a separate 
meeting be held with officers, allowing more time to review the comprehensive 
documents received in more detail. 
 
The Chair requested that a meeting be arranged with Stephen Waley-Cohen and 
Miriam Shea to discuss any concerns with Council officer’s relating to the report. 

Action: David Burns 
 
 
RESOLVED 
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- That the Committee agreed to delegate approval of the recommendations in 
the report to the Chair. 

 
 
 

6. ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
 
Stephen Waley-Cohen, Co-opted Member requested an update on the 
procurement process for the future management and maintenance of the Scrubs 
and that the Heads of Terms be sent to the Committee. Richard Gill, Advisor to the 
Trust noted that we were currently procuring the grounds maintenance contract, 
noting that Wormwood Scrubs contract would be tendered as a separate lot which 
can be independently let or let as part of the main contract. In addition, an 
overview of the timelines for the procurement process was provided. 

Action: Richard Gill 
 

 
Meeting started: 6:30pm 
Meeting ended: 8:05pm 

 
 

Chair   

 
 
 

Clerk: Amrita Gill 
 E-mail: amrita.gill@lbhf.gov.uk 
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MANAGERS REPORT 
 

15th  December 2020 
 

Report to Wormwood Scrubs Charitable Trust Committee 
 

Report Author: 
Stephen Hollingworth, Advisor to the Trust 
 

Contact Details: 
Steve.Hollingworth@lbhf.gov.uk 
 

 
 
1. Executive Summary and Decisions Sought 
 
1.1     The Committee is asked to: 

 note the audit update and approve the audit procurement strategy for 2019/20 
(as set out in para 9.3) 

 to note the 2020/21 Financial Forecast 

 to note all other matters in the report. 
 
 
2. HS2 Bill Alternative Ecological Mitigation 

 
2.1    The Alternative Ecological Mitigation (AEM) works are progressing in three 

stages. 
  

 A Conservation Management Plan (CMP) has been circulated to the Friends 
for comment this document does not require approval but provides the 
background information for the biodiversity masterplan and detailed design 
proposals. This Draft has also been requested by the OPDC to form part of 
any planning consideration. 

 

 The masterplan presented at the last WSCT Committee has been discussed 
by the subgroup on 29th October 2020. The minutes are included as Appendix 
SG. The main points were: 

o Better sensitive access is desirable. 
o On-going maintenance agreed as important 
o The schemes impact on views needs to be considered in more detail 
o Impact of tree avenue on sports pitches needs more consideration 
o Design of pond needs more consideration 
o Impact of HS2 proposals need to be understood within masterplan 
o Signage is required both immediate and longer term plan 

LUC are preparing a revised masterplan for the next subgroup meeting date 
TBC. 
 

 Detailed designs will be developed along with a 10-year management and 
maintenance plan to maximise habitat improvement for wildlife and increase 
biodiversity after the masterplan has been agreed so that the project can be 
tendered.  This objective to improve the biodiversity of the scrubs is reflected 
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in the Revised Grounds Maintenance (GM) tender which is the subject of a 
separate report. 

 
 Committee to Note 
 
 
3. HS2 – Compensation Code Temporary access to Trust Land 

 
3.1     The planned possession of parts of the western edge of the Scrubs by HS2 to 

enable the Stamford Brook Sewer and UTX works were discussed at the last 
committee. Significant objections to the proposal have been raised by the 
Friends and residents and this is the subject of a separate report. 

  
Committee to Note 

  
 
4. Update on leases 
 
4.1 A draft lease is being discussed with Kensington Dragons Football Club 

(KDFC) who have made several changes to the LBHF proposal. The most 
significant are: 

 A change from a 25 year to a 40-year lease 

 The use of the service yard and the lane from Wormwood Scrubs for 
access. 

 7am-midnight usage 7 days a week 
It is recommended that none of these are accepted and that officers 
continue to negotiate based on the original proposal 
 

4.2 A licence to use the old tennis courts to the South of the Linford Christie 
Stadium by the Hospital`s development contractor has resulted in the 
discovery of buried asbestos which has been safely removed. Part of the cost 
of this will need to be offset against the income to be received for the licence. 
We are at present investigating the costs provided by the contractor 

 
4.3 The details of the lease and the extent of the repairs required for the 

residential property Park Lodge are still being explored so that an options 
paper can be presented to the committee 

 
Committee to Note 

 
 
5.  Implementing Strategic Governance Review recommendations  
 
5.1. The terms of reference for this review are still awaiting legal advice. The 

committee will be updated when this is completed. 
 
5.2. The Trust Committee approved a budget allocation of £75K a year for two 

years (£150,000 in total), to fund an appropriate project manager role to 
support the implementation of the review recommendations. The proposed 
Job description has been circulated for comments. 
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Committee to note 
 
 
6. Community Safety Update 
 
6.1    The very high visitor numbers on the Scrubs seen during the COVID-19 

pandemic have reduced with the onset of colder weather but are still above 
normal.  

 
6.2      There was a significant concern, of several unlicensed Music Events which 

had threatened to use the Scrubs. A co-ordinated approach from the Borough 
with the Metropolitan Police seems to have limited their impact. 

  
6.3     51 incidents have been recorded at the Scrubs to date this year. This 

compares to 77 incidents in 2019 of which 21 related to homelessness. 
Incidents relating to homelessness appear to be significantly down this year 
with other incidents broadly similar. 

 
 

Incidents Jan Fb Mc Ap My Jn Jy Ag St Oc Nv Dc Total 

Animals     1        1 

AS Behaviour    3 1 2 2      8 

Assault          1   1 

Assist Police      1       1 

Breach bylaw  1   2 3 1 2 2  2  13 

Dogs           1  1 

Fire     1  2      3 

H. &Safety    1  1 1   2 1  6 

Homeless 1     2  1   1  5 

Other 1     1 1 1  2   6 

Vehicles      3 1 1   1  6 

              

Total 2 1 0 4 5 13 8 5 2 5 6  51 

 
6.4     A number of incidents relate to an infringement of the Bylaws. Some of 
these relate to the flying of drones. The flying of drones are not covered by 
the bylaws neither is the use of barbeques. It is proposed that a review of the 
bylaws and their updating would be a useful exercise that should be carried 
out as soon as possible. 

 
Committee to Note 
 

 
7. Grounds Maintenance and site management update  

 
7.1 The damage caused to the all-weather pitches by many  unauthorised 
users  during lockdown was repaired. and bookings had  commenced as did 
hockey and football matches. Unfortunately, due to the  second lockdown, the 
stadium closed, and all bookings were postponed.  During this time the floodlights 
have been serviced and repaired and  decoration work to TVH’s clubhouse was 
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started. The stadium is due to open  once again on 2nd December and we are 
hopefully that all bookings will return  for the run up before Christmas. 
 
7.2  Following a report that much of the large timber play equipment in the 
 Braybrook Street play area was defective it has been removed.  Its 
replacement is being  explored. 
 
7.3 The request to repair the access road from Scrubs lane is being progressed 
 with part of the funding coming from KAA’s obligation to repair the road on 
 completion of their lease. 
 

 
Committee to Note 

 
8.  Events 

 
8.1 No events have been held at the Scrubs during the COVID-19 pandemic.   

 
Committee to Note 

 
 

9. Audit and Accounts - Update on the 2018/19 and 2019/20 Accounts 

 
9.1. The audit of the 2018/19 accounts has now been concluded and final 

accounts filed with Chairty Commission.  The process to appoint an auditor for 
the 2019/20 financial year is now underway.    

 
 

Committee to Note 
 

 
 
 
 

10. Financial Forecast 2020/21 

10.1. The financial forecast for Wormwood Scrubs Charitable Trust (“the Trust”) for 
2020/21 is summarised below and is detailed in Annexe A. Financial 
transactions for the financial year are set out in Annexe B. 
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10.2. The budget for 2020/21 was set with an anticipated surplus of £103,864 to be 
added to the Trust’s reserves. The current forecast (as at 25th November 
2020) is a much-reduced surplus of £8,395, which is £95,470 worse than 
budget (£1,209 better than last reported). The main reason for this is reduced 
parking income; forecasted underspends have, however, reduced the impact. 

 
10.3. The Trust’s opening unrestricted funds balance for 2020/21 was £884,129. 

The current 2020/21 outturn forecast will increase these funds to £892,523, to 
be carried forward to 2021/22. The Trust’s closing funds for 2020/21 are, 
therefore, estimated at £5,892,524 when £5,000,001 restricted funds are 
added.    
 
 
Income  

 
10.4. The 2020/21 income budget was set at £975,164. However, the current 

forecast, at £869,775, is £105,389 (£113,733 last reported) less than budget.   

10.5. Income from pay and display and parking meters has increased since the 
introduction of cashless parking, but the Covid-19 lockdown has significantly 
impacted on income since March 2020. Although the 2020 budget was set at a 
cautious £300,000 (£51,834 less than the 2018/19 outturn), the current 
forecast for parking income is £112,047 (£120,391 last reported) than 
budgeted. 

10.6. Forecasted at only £187,953, parking income is 47% and 42% less than the 
2018/19 and 2019/20 outturns, respectively. As illustrated below, monthly 
income loss to date: peaked in April (74%), steadily decreased May to July; 
increased slightly again in August (43%); greatly decreased in September 

Activity
Outturn 

2017/18

Outturn 

2018/19

Outturn 

2019/20

Budget 

2020/21 

Forecast 

2020/21
Variance Comments

Last 

Reported
Movement

Budget Forecast

Pay and Display Meters & 

Cashless Parking
(259,674) (351,834) (324,945) (300,000) (187,953) 112,047 8% 42%

The 2019/20 outturn was 92%of the 2018/19 outturn 

due to Covid-19 lockdown (March 2020). The 2020/21 

budget was set at 85% of 2018/19 outturn. The 

forecast is based on actual income April to October 

2020, which is £90,234 (45%) less than the 2019/20 

equivalent.

(179,609) (8,344)

Hammersmith Hospital Car Park 

Licence
(324,619) (337,229) (346,995) (354,126) (354,126) 0 -2% -2%

Q3 Forecast: 2020/21: £Q1 - Q3 @ £88,091 (signed 

agreement) and Q4 @ £89,853 (estimated). 
(354,126) 0

Other income from activities for 

generating funds
(488,002) (371,078) (322,073) (321,038) (327,696) (6,658) 0% -2%

Q3 forecast: KAA income to 31st March 2021 £315,658 

(Licence extension: £26,523 pcm wef 13th July 2020 ); 

UKPN rental £3,446; Filming £3,000; Events £0; £1,092 

Parks Lodge Inocme and Interest £4,500. 

(327,696) 0

Total Income and endowments (1,072,295) (1,060,141) (994,013) (975,164) (869,775) 105,389 6% 38% (861,430) (8,344)

Grounds Maintenance 706,909 719,895 742,993 771,949 775,021 3,072 4% 4%

Estimated Grounds Maintenance cost: £749,365 plus 

apportioned governance cost: £25,656. Actual 

indexation is higher than expected aso legal costs are 

higher than budgeted (Governance) . 

762,854 12,167

Contribution to Linford Christie 

Stadium
32,330 32,356 84,719 63,317 63,606 289 -25% -25%

Fixed annual cost of £31,500; £30,000 two year 

additional contribution for repair and mainteance of 

changing rooms; plus £2,106 governance costs

63,508 97

Other Expenditure 35,093 80,945 24,362 36,034 22,753 (13,281) 48% -7%
Estimated ad hoc works and governance costs, 

including £753 Governance costs 
27,882 (5,129)

Total Expenditure 774,332 833,196 852,075 871,299 861,380 (9,920) 27% -27% 854,244 7,135

Net (income)/expenditure (297,964) (226,944) (141,939) (103,864) (8,395) 95,470 -27% -94% (7,186) (1,209)

Movement Between 

Years
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(10%); and then increased to 34% in October. Average April to October 
income loss is 45% lower than the 2019/20 outturn.   

 

10.7. The option to introduce 7 days a week parking charges has been investigated 
(see the last section of this report and Appendix 3). 

10.8. The Hammersmith Car Park Licence income budget (£354,1260) was set at 
the current agreed plus a 2% uplift is forecasted for Quarter 4 (January to 
March 2021). This is also the current forecast. 

10.9. The 2020/21 budget for other income (£321,038) was primarily the £309,000 
forecasted annual rental income payable by the Kensington Aldridge Academy 
(KAA). The current projection for KAA income is £315,658 as the signed lease 
agreement confirms income at £6,658 better than budget. This budget was 
based on a monthly rate of £25,750; the agreed rate is £26,523.  

10.10. Reinstatement of filming and events income to levels prior to KAA occupation 
is still not expected until post 2021/22; with 2022/23 income phased as 
customers return from alternative sites. Therefore, the current forecast 
matches the extremely cautious assumptions about the likely 2020/21 income. 
The budget is only £3,000. Securing a large event was not assumed, and 
Covid-19 reduces the possibilities for this. 

 

10.11. Other income items are also forecasted in line with budget: £3446 annual 
rental income payable by UKPN for occupation of the Scrubs land for the 
electric vehicle charging points, which has been agreed for the next five years; 
and investment income from the bank balance and lodges, estimated at 
£5,592.  

Governance costs 

10.12. Governance costs are the indirect costs of managing the Wormwood Scrubs; 
these include legal charges, audit fees and Central Finance support costs. The 
costs of the Environment Department Management accountant are not 
included. The 2020/21 budget for governance costs was set at £25,000. The 
current forecast, at £28,515, is more than budget due to additional legal 
charges associated with the Kensington Dragons lease. 

Month 2019/20 (£) 2020/21 (£) Variance (£) Decrease

Apr-20 27,470.00-          7,135.37-            20,334.63          74%

May-20 29,325.92-          8,984.83-            20,341.09          69%

Jun-20 28,208.96-          13,883.71-          14,325.25          51%

Jul-20 30,077.63-          18,973.08-          11,104.55          37%

Aug-20 26,128.62-          14,879.42-          11,249.20          43%

Sep-20 27,696.71-          24,991.83-          2,704.88            10%

Oct-20 29,663.67-          19,489.29-          10,174.38          34%

Totals 198,571.51-        108,337.53-        90,233.98          45%

Parking income loss - 2020/21 compared to 2019/20 (P&D and Meters)
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10.13. Governance costs are apportioned to expenditure budgets/actuals based on 
value. The current forecast (£28,515) is apportioned as follows: £25,656 to 
planned contractual grounds maintenance; £2,106 to the Linford Christie 
Stadium contribution; and £753 to non-routine maintenance and other costs 

Expenditure  
 

10.14. Expenditure is planned as far as possible, with priority being given to essential 
works. The 2020/21 expenditure budget was set at £871,299 (£846,299 plus 
£25,000 governance costs). The current expenditure forecast is £861,380 
(£827,229 plus £27,015 governance costs). Expenditure has increased by 
£7,135 since last reported due to higher Grounds Maintenance cost and 
increased governance costs (legal).   

10.15. The £771,949 planned contractual Ground Maintenance (GM) budget was set 
at £749,799 charge (2019/20 contractual cost (£723,535) uplifted by an 
estimated 3.63% (price indices – DERV Fuel, Plant & Road Vehicles, and 
GLPC pay scales)) and £22,149 apportioned governance costs. Following 
confirmation of the price indices the current planned GM forecast is £775,021 
(£749,365 plus £25,656 governance costs), which is an overspend of £3,072. 
The current projection for 2021/22 Grounds Maintenance inflation is a below 
1% increase based on official pricing indexes projections. 

10.16. The budget for Contribution to Linford Christie Stadium was set at £63,317 
(£31,500 fixed contribution; £30,000 additional contribution; and £1,817 
apportioned governance costs). The current forecast, at £63,606 (61,500 plus 
£2106 governance costs) is only £289 more than the budget. 

10.17. The budget for other expenditure was set at ££36,034 (£35,000 non-routine 
maintenance and £1,034 apportioned governance costs). The current forecast 
is £13,281 below this, at £22,753 (£20,000 non-routine maintenance; £2,000 
other costs; plus £753 governance costs). Priority is being given to essential 
works. 

 

 

Wormwood Scrubs Charitable Trust Funds 

10.18. The Trust’s funds are currently forecasted to be at £5,892,524 by the end of 
£2020/21.  

10.19. There are significant uncertainties around possible future income from July 
2022. Possible streams still include securing a significant event and 
generating income from commercial activities.  

Committee to Note 

 

Exploration of 7 days a week parking charges. 
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10.20. At the last Trust meeting (6th October- Item 4) a request was made to explore 
the option to introduce 7 days a week car park charging at the Wormwood 
Scrubs Charitable Trust car park.  An enquiry was made with the Transport 
and Parking Divisions. 

10.21. Currently the car park’s operating times are Monday to Friday 8.00 a.m. to 
6:30 p.m. (Appendix 3). Charges are £1.10 per 30 minutes or £2.20 per hour. 
For these operational hours changes to be implemented a permanent Traffic 
Regulation Order (TRO) is required. Permanent orders are normally 
introduced after restrictions have been reviewed or a consultation has been 
carried out with residents or other stakeholders.  The administrative cost to 
introduce 7 days a week parking is £1,764. 

 

10.22. This cost includes the cost of a member of the Traffic Order team putting a 
notice in the local paper and notices on street. If there are no objections, that 
cannot be dealt with, within 21 days of the publication date, the Traffic Orders 
team can advertise a Notice stating that the order is being made.  A week after 
this publication the order can become operational. Costs of machine 
calibration and sign replacement are also included. 

10.23. The Traffic Orders Team require official sign off before they can proceed. This 
formal approval will be used as a ‘statement of reasons’ for making this 
change. 

Committee to Note 
 
 

Costs of changing car park operational hours:

RingGo amendment             £0.00

Parkeon ticket machine changes    £464.00

Signs stickers and implementation   £200.00

Officer time – traffic orders      £800.00

Advertising costs – traffic orders     £300.00

Total costs       £1,764.00
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Annexe A 
 

Current Financial Forecast 
 

 
 
 

Income and Expenditure
2020/21 

Forecast

2019/20 

Actual
Notes

£ £

Income and endowments from:

Donations and legacies

Income from Charitable activities:

     Pay and Display Parking Meters (187,953) (324,945)
Covid-19 has had a significant effect on Parking Income. The current 

forecast it for only 55% of the 2019/20 outturn.

     Hammersmith Hospital Car Park Licence (354,126) (346,995) Contracted lease payments increased by 2% compared to 2019/20

0 0

Other trading activities (322,104) (315,441)
Includes income from the KAA and UKPN charging points and HS2 Ltd 

reimbursement. 

Income from Investments (5,592) (179,176)

Interest on cash balances and rental income from the park lodge. HS2 

recharge income included in 2019/20 figures (offset by other 

expendire) is not forecasted.  

Other Income 0

Total Income and endowments (869,775) (1,166,559)

WSCT - Fixed Ground Maintenance 2017/18

Expenditure on:

Raising funds 0 0

Charitable activities:

     Contribution to Linford Christie Stadium 63,606 84,719
Contribution to Linford Christie Stadium plus proportion of governance 

costs.

     Non Routine Maintenance of Wormwood Scrubs 20,685 22,497
Expenditure on non-routine grounds maintenance plus proportion of 

governance costs.

     Routine Grounds Maintenance of Wormwood Scrubs 775,021 742,993
Grounds Maintenance contracted spend plus proportion of governance 

costs.

0 0

Other expenditure 2,068 174,410 Ad hoc expenditure plus costs to be recovered from HS2 Ltd

Total Expenditure 861,380 1,024,620

Net gains/(losses) on investments

Net (income)/expenditure (8,395) (141,939)

Reconciliation of Funds

Total funds brought forward (5,884,129) (5,742,189)

Total funds carried forward (5,892,524) (5,884,129)

All income is unrestricted.

Statement of Financial Activities for Year ended 31 March 2020

Wormwood Scrubs Charitable Trust

WORMWOOD SCRUBS CHARITABLE TRUST

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS 2020/21 - Unaudited
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Annexe B 
 

 
 

328,885.73

Activity Comments Amount £

Routine Maintenance of Wormwood Scrubs Quadron Idverde 749,364.61

Non Routine Maintenance of Wormwood Scrubs Bell Decorating & Building Ltd SCRUBS REPLACEMENT INSPECTION COVERS 300.00

Non Routine Maintenance of Wormwood Scrubs Indigo Lodge Limited GATE REPAIR 480.00

Non Routine Maintenance of Wormwood Scrubs Indigo Lodge Limited OUTDOOR GYM CROSSBARS REMOVAL 410.00

Non Routine Maintenance of Wormwood Scrubs Indigo Lodge Limited KAS/19925- WORMWOOD SCRUBS REPAIRS TO 960.00

Non Routine Maintenance of Wormwood Scrubs Indigo Lodge Limited KAS/19926- WORMWOOD SCRUBS ACCESS ROAD 245.00

Non Routine Maintenance of Wormwood Scrubs Indigo Lodge Limited KAS/19895- OUTDOOR GYMNASIUM REPAIR 810.00

Non Routine Maintenance of Wormwood Scrubs Advanced Tree Services Limited 300.00

Non Routine Maintenance of Wormwood Scrubs Bell Decorating & Building Ltd 4,804.00

Non Routine Maintenance of Wormwood Scrubs ARD Playgrounds 1,280.00

Non Routine Maintenance of Wormwood Scrubs Indigo Lodge Limited 412.00

Governance Costs Legal fees - Lease - Kensington Dragons 5,178.00

Governance Costs Legal fees 7.00

Governance Costs Legal fees 193.80

Governance Costs Legal fees 345.60

Governance Costs Legal fees 21.60

Governance Costs Legal fees 583.20

Governance Costs Legal fees 28.80

Governance Costs Legal fees 324.00

Governance Costs Legal fees 7.20

Governance Costs Legal fees 698.40

Governance Costs Legal fees 7.20

Governance Costs Legal fees 453.60

Governance Costs Legal fees 432.00

Governance Costs Legal fees 14.40

Governance Costs Legal fees 21.60

Governance Costs Legal fees 237.60

Governance Costs Legal fees 14.40

Governance Costs Legal fees 2.15

Governance Costs Legal fees 21.60

Governance Costs Legal fees 64.80

Governance Costs Legal fees 18.00

Governance Costs Legal fees 14.40

Governance Costs Legal fees 561.60

Governance Costs Legal fees 691.20

Governance Costs - Accrual Audit fee (15,015.00)

Governance Costs - Accrual Audit fee (5,115.00)

Governance Costs - Accrual Audit fee (9,900.00)

Other trading activities Charing Cross Hospital PERIOD Q1: 25/03/20 TO 23/06/20 (W'WD SCBS CR PK) (88,091.00)

Other trading activities Charing Cross Hospital PERIOD: 24/06/20 TO 28/09/20 (W'WD SCBS CR PK) (88,091.00)

Other trading activities Charing Cross Hospital PERIOD: 29/09/20 TO 24/12/20 (W'WD SCBS CR PK) (88,091.00)

Other trading activities Kensington Aldridge Academy APRIL 2020 (25,750.00)

Other trading activities Kensington Aldridge Academy MAY 2020 (25,750.00)

Other trading activities Kensington Aldridge Academy JUNE 2020 (25,750.00)

Other trading activities Kensington Aldridge Academy JULY 2020 (25,750.00)

Other trading activities Kensington Aldridge Academy RENT SHORTFALL FOR PERIOD 13/07/20 TO 31/07/20 (473.77)

Other trading activities Kensington Aldridge Academy AUGUST 2020 (26,523.00)

Other trading activities Kensington Aldridge Academy SEPTEMBER 2020 (26,523.00)

Other trading activities Kensington Aldridge Academy OCTOBER 2020 (26,523.00)

Income from Investments Mr Jenkyns Keigwin  APRIL TO JUNE 2020 - PK LDG (273.00)

Income from Investments Mr Jenkyns Keigwin  JULY TO SEPT 2020 - PK LDG (273.00)

Income from Investments Mr Jenkyns Keigwin  OCTOBER TO DECEMBER 2020 - PK LDG (273.00)

291,142.99

Other trading activities Land Use Consultants Limited 6,865.00

Non Routine Maintenance of Wormwood Scrubs TEMPORARY TENNIS COURT SIGNS 178.75

Other trading activities Reimbursement from HS2 Limited 2,354.24

Other trading activities Reimbursement from HS2 Limited 11,567.84

Other trading activities Reimbursement from HS2 Limited 5,569.23

Other trading activities Reimbursement from HS2 Limited 350.68

Other trading activities Reimbursement from HS2 Limited 2,217.00

Other trading activities Pick Everard 7,152.00

Other trading activities Reimbursement from HS2 Limited 1,488.00

HS2 Limited Transactions 37,742.74

328,885.73

Wormwood Scrubs Charitable Trust Transactions at Q1-2 2020/21 (April to November 24th) 
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Appendix 3  
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Minutes 

Wormwood Scrubs Biodiversity Masterplan 

Purpose  Date/Time 

Sub-group Meeting 01  29
th
 October 2020 

Project Number  Location 

10709  Online – Zoom 

Name  Organisation / Role  Att.  Dist. 

Richard Gill LBHF Project Manager * * 

Helen Rowbottom Councillor  * * 

Alex Sanderson Councillor  * * 

Wesley Harcourt Councillor  * * 

Morag Carmichael Climate emergency and Biodiversity Commission * * 

Victoria Brignell Disabled Peoples Commission * * 

Stephen Waley-Cohen Friend * * 

Smita Davé Friend * * 

Ben Shakespeare LUC Project Manager * * 

Verity Roberts  LUC Landscape Manager  * 

Tom Bradford LUC Landscape Architect                                                                               * * 

 

Item 

 

 Action 
1. Introductions and Presentation of Wormwood Scrubs Masterplan 

- LUC provided illustrations of the type of habitat proposals and where they have successfully 

designed them in the past 

  

Note: the following meeting minutes have been grouped into topics for ease of reading and are not listed in 

chronological order 

2. Access 

a. Better access for wheelchair users to key features and potential circular route (VB) 

– LUC - significant accessibility improvements are unlikely to be funded by HS2 as part of this project 

however they will fund footpaths where it is deemed to be of benefit to protecting habitat 

b. Tarmac or similar should be avoided and site sensitive material would be better. Isabella plantation 

cited as good example (VB, AS) Grasscrete as invisible path (SD) 

– LUC - a self-binding gravel could be used such as Breedon Gravel that compacts into a solid surface 

c. Consideration to the potential increase in usage due to the coronavirus outbreak and the flexibility open 

space has (SD and SW) 

– LUC have made studies of similar open spaces over recent months and findings will be considered to 

ensure the Scrubs proposals will have capacity for increased footfall and changes of use.  Particular 

attention would be paid to protecting the sensitive habitats. Additional routes have been created 

–   
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through / alongside the new habitats. 

d. Consideration to prevent potential commuter/transit routes and thoroughfares being created through the 

site particularly the key habitats (WH) 

– RG – Emphasis could be made on making the southern boundary from Braybrook St to the Stadium 

robust and the most suitable route for heavy footfall. 

– LUC – Any new routes or route upgrades will not be directed across the site and will focus on directing 

users to key features or on circular routes 

e. New desire lines and footpaths being created in the scrub causing damage (SD,SW) 

– RG: Improved signage and interpretation can be installed sooner to inform new users about the value 

of the different habitats 

– New/maintained hedges and/or fences could help prevent this 

f. The Linford Christie Stadium development will have key future impact on the southern boundary (All) 

– RG: The southern boundary will be made more robust and key habitats are positioned away from the 

stadium 

g.  Ground very wet in areas stopping people from walking on footpaths (SW) 

h. Maintenance of existing footpaths required as currently very slippery and many people with mobility 

issues currently struggle to access the site 

i. Don’t want any cycle routes across the scrubs (WH) 

j. Concern bridge connection over rail tracks and the new stadium development could see 1000’s 

crossing the heart of the site at least once a week 

– RG: the bridge proposals are currently on hold and is more likely people will access site from Scrubs 

Lane 

 

3. Maintenance 

a. How much capital is set aside for maintenance? (SW) 

– LUC: Approximately 50% of the construction budget however the proposals are not fixed until we have 

a tendered price for the works 

– RG: The management and maintenance contract covers a period of 10 years 

b. Money for ongoing maintenance beyond year 10 a big concern (SW) 

– LUC: the idea is after 10 years the habitats would have stabilised and maintenance tasks would need 

to be less frequent easing pressure on LBHF resources 

– LUC: There are few new habitats proposed for introduction and it is mainly enhancements and 

extensions to existing 

c. Can focus be on maintaining the existing habitat in the first instance (SW) 

– RG: A large focus is on existing habitat 

d. Groundworks implemented a lot of work including tree planting and hedge planting but the maintenance 

has ceased (SD) 

e. Pointed out that the current diversity has suffered due to lack of maintenance over recent years 

 

–   

4. Views 

a. Proposed tree avenue Will block important views from various locations in the site including key views 
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to the city (ALL) 

– LUC: Views unlikely to be significantly impeded as trees won’t be taller than those existing onsite but 

agree that from some locations views will be obscured 

– LUC: Can provide some constructed views demonstrating how views will/will not be affected by the 

landscape changes 

b. Study should be undertaken of views and model produced so the impacts can be understood (HR) 

– LUC can look into this and will discuss with RG 

c. Tree planting should be used to screen ugly views (WH) 

d. SD volunteers to walk site with RG to highlight key vantage points 

5. Proposed tree avenue and Sports pitches 

a. Divides the eastern scrubs and makes the space inflexible (ALL) 

– RG: The avenue will provide more flexibility and aid in the laying out of pitches 

b. The pitches are tightly packed with minimal room for circulation 

– LUC: The layout on the masterplan is to national guidelines with 4-5metre spacing between pitches to 

allow for circulation.  All the existing pitches do fit into the eastern area and we have set out the 

summer and winter pitches on different plans to ensure it works. 

c. We don’t want the site to be divided as it goes against the character of the scrubs (Friends) 

– RG: Historically the scrubs were divided into fields by hedgerows and the tree avenue will reintroduce 

some of that character back to the site 

d. Several of the sports groups have made critical comments on the proposals and they are fee paying 

(SD/SW) 

– We have looked at routes for the cross country running and believe these routes won’t be impacted 

and in many instances the route will be enhanced 

e. Likes the idea but thinks it will divide up the space (WH) 

f. Sunsets will be blocked (SD) 

g. Historically there was a row of poplar in current location of Lesters Embankment (SD) 

- Avenue feature OK but in the wrong place (SD) 

6. Proposed Pond and surrounding habitat proposals 

a. Concern that pond will not be maintained and will be target of vandalism by teenagers (SW) 

b. Attract unwanted wildlife such as rats (SW) 

c. Health and Safety concern (SW) 

- The above can be addressed through design and management 

d. The bridge seems like something out of keeping (SW) 

– LUC note this has been removed from the masterplan 

e. The pond is a good idea (Morag) 

f. Additional tree planting will block views (SD) 

- These interventions will provide a greater variety of views as well as biodiversity and help block 

poor views. The tree planting (especially to the south of the pond) will not block any long range 

views of London (RG) 

g. Loss of recreational space, pitches and flexibility (SD) 

 

h.  
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– LUC: Current pitches are not supposed to be there as is designated nature area 

–  

7. Cattle grazing and enclosure 

a. Seems a bit medieval and don’t like idea of fencing creating barriers.  GPS collars sound like a potential 

compromise (WH) 

b. Cattle would need fencing to keep trouble makers out (SW) 

Note: this is only being considered as an option amongst other maintenance alternatives 

c. Model aircraft flying zone would be impacted upon (SD) 

– RG: We are looking into ways of relocating the model aircraft club to the pitches  

  

8. Old Oak Common Proposals 

a. Generally supported and think these will work well (Friends) 

  

9. HS2 Development 

a. Information very poor and residents have huge concern 

– RG: Points out vehicle access ingress/egress point and max 15 lorry movement a day 

– RG: The site will be walked over with RG/LUC and the contractor to determine works boundary and 

access routes within the site ensuring scrubs users are not significantly impacted upon and impact on 

trees and biodiversity is minimised 

  

10. Signs and Interpretation 

a. Signs required telling new users how to behave (ALL) 

b. Byelaws need updating 

– LUC: signage not strictly part of HS2 funding 

– RG: HS2 have been persuaded that providing interpretation for habitat is key for public accessibility 

and rules and byelaws can be part of these information boards 

  

11. Next Meeting 

TBC before the Christmas break 

- LUC to provide a revised Masterplan based on this discussion 

–   
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Grounds Maintenance Update Report 
 

15th  December 2020 
 

Report to Wormwood Scrubs Charitable Trust Committee 
 

Report Author: 
Stephen Hollingworth, Advisor to the Trust 
 

Contact Details: 
Steve.Hollingworth@lbhf.gov.uk 
 

 
 
1. Executive Summary and Decisions Sought 
 
1.1     The Committee is asked to: 

 to approve the management of the AEM works as separate from the GM 
contract scope for a five year defects liability period, then be added to the 
contract 

 To approve the management of Trees of Wormwood scrubs within Lot 4 of the 
GM contract scope. 

 to note all other matters in the report. 
 
 
2. HS2 Bill Alternative Ecological Mitigation 

 
2.1    The proposed procurement of the Grounds maintenance Contract was reported 

to Cabinet on the 01/06/20. The outline procurement strategy was approved 
for the tendering of grounds maintenance operations in parks and public open 
spaces (including Wormwood Scrubs and council housing sites). The latter to 
be subject to the outcome of consultation with Tenants and Residents 
Associations. 

 
2.2  Delegation was given to the Strategic Director of Environment, in consultation 

with the relevant Cabinet Member, to modify the procurement strategy 
following; receipt of the Parks Commission’s Final Report, consultation with 
the Wormwood Scrubs Charitable Trust Committee, consultation with 
Residents and Tenants Associations in relation to the maintenance of 
Housing land. 

 
 Biodiversity 
2.4 Since the approval of the procurement strategy the Council has introduced a 

sixth Objective : Rising to the challenge of the climate and ecological 
emergency 

 
2.3 A specification has been developed to include a number of improvements 

over the previous specification which help meet the challenge and will 
manage the unique biodiversity management issues of the Scrubs. These 
include: 
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 The implementation and management of meadow grasslands and 
flowering meadows. Appropriate management can significantly increase 
biodiversity and visual interest.  

 The maintenance of native (wildlife) hedgerows. Hedgerows have 
significant wildlife value if they are managed correctly. 

 The management of scrubland. Much of the unique landscape value of the 
Scrubs is dependent on its scrub. The specification has been updated so 
that control of scrub through appropriate management techniques and 
does not allow one species such as bramble to dominate. 

 Maintenance of woodlands. The management of the understorey and 
woodland floor has been included in the specification. Management of the 
trees themselves are proposed within Lot 4 see 3.5 below 

 
  
3. Modifications to the procurement strategy 
 
3.1 Market research demonstrates economies of scale and advantages to the 
 management of the contract are achieved if all Parks, Cemeteries, Housing 
and  Highways sites are included within the procurement scope. Nevertheless it 
was  recognised that some autonomy might be desired by the differing 
stakeholders  within this scope. The contract is being offered as four Lots. Suppliers 
will be  invited to bid for all lots and make innovative proposals how savings 
could be  achieved by winning more than one lot. The Lots were proposed as: 

 

 Lot 1 all parks, except Wormwood Scrubs, all cemeteries and all 
highways sites with a GM element. 

 

 Lot 2 all Housing sites.  
 

 Lot 3 Wormwood Scrubs (the Scrubs) 
 

 Lot 4 tree works across highways and parks. 
 

3.2  The provision of a separate Lot for Wormwood Scrubs allows the Trust to 
 manage GM for the Scrubs either independently or as part of the borough 
wide  GM Contract. The Trust would likely benefit from economies of scale by being 
 part of a larger contract, or it may wish the independence of a separate 
contract.  This decision can be made after the tendering process is complete. 
 
3.3 Two modifications are proposed to the scope of the GM contract. The 
 management of the Alternative Ecological Mitigation (AEM) works and the 
 management of Trees within the GM contract scope. 
 
 
 The management of the Alternative Ecological Mitigation (AEM) works 
 
3.4 The implementation of the AEM works means that much of the Scrubs will be 
 under the management of a contractor responsible for implementing these 
 works. The AEM works are proposed to be tendered in the summer of 2021 
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 and the new GM contract will not start until Feb 2022. It would be difficult to 
 include the whole site because 

 the new GM contractor may be unwilling to take on responsibility for newly 
planted ecological works without significant cost to cover this 
responsibility. 

 Further AEM works may still need to be undertaken and areas of the GM 
might need to be varied out of the contract in any event. 

 
 Its proposed that the area of the new AEM works (predominantly the western 
 side of the scrubs) is not included in the GM contract at this stage. It would 
 instead remain with the contractor responsible for the implementation and 
 management of the AEM works. This would have two significant advantages: 
 

 An extended defects liability period for the works would be provided by 
the contractor. Responsibility would be taken for the replacement of 
any defective work for a five year period, and the expertise of this 
contractor would be available to adapt any required changes. 

 

 The establishment period would be paid for from the AEM works 
budget providing a significant saving to the Wormwood Scrubs GM 
budget for at least five years.  

 
 

The management of Trees within the GM contract scope. 
 

3.5 The GM Service Review Team (SRT) identified that a single term contractor 
to  manage tree works across highways and parks would be preferred due to the 
 specialist nature of these works. During the consultation with Housing it has 
 become clear that it is not desirable to Housing to have the management of 
 Trees within Lot 2. Housing have requested that Housing trees are covered by 
 Lot 4. This makes good sense a GM contractor taking on the Housing lot 
would  probably have to subcontract the tree works to a specialist contractor. Any 
 subcontract arrangement increases risk in contract management and 
including  housing trees within Lot 4 would probably mean a reduction in cost. 
 
 It is proposed that the management of trees within Wormwood Scrubs also 
falls  within Lot 4 so that the same advantages of contact management and value 
 can be obtained by the Trust. Lot 4 could still separate out the tree works of 
 each Client but offer an economy of scale. 
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HS2 WORKS - ALTERNATIVE ACCESS 
 

15th December 2020 
 

Report to Wormwood Scrubs Charitable Trust Committee  
 

Report Author 
Steve Hollingworth  
Trust Manager 

Contact Details 
Stephen.hollingworth@lbhf.gov.uk 

 
 
1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

 
1.1 This report summarises the current position regarding the forthcoming HS2 works 

affecting the Scrubs. It deals with the issue of vehicular access to the Scrubs approved 
under the government’s HS2 Act (2017), the potential for an alternative access and how 
this may be achieved.   
 

1.2 The council’s paramount objective is to continue to protect the interests of users, local 
residents and the ecology of Wormwood Scrubs. However in light of the rights of access 
to the Scrubs granted to HS2 under the government Act, the council’s priority now is to 
ensure any impact is reduced to a minimum, and the necessary restoration plans are in 
place.    

 
1.3 The report sets out the ecological and other implications of the route from Braybrook 

Street approved by the Act and the actions needed by the Trust and other organisations 
to enable an alternative access point and route from Old Oak Common Lane to be used 
instead.  

 
1.4 Building work for the new HS2 station to the north of Wormwood Scrubs will start in 

2021.  Before that can happen, HS2 need to carry out essential works on the Scrubs 
itself to move the Stamford Brook sewer and other utilities. This will involve a new 
vehicular access from Braybrook Street onto the Scrubs for construction traffic for the 
sewer works, see Plan 1 below. 

 
1.5 HS2 already has authority to do this under the Act of Parliament, including access to 

certain parts of the Scrubs.   The Trust has taken legal advice and has no powers to stop 
these works. However, there is significant concern over the potential impact on the 
ecology of the Scrubs and the amenity of local residents living in Braybrook Street, and 
the Trust  will do all it can to protect valuable wildlife and local people.  

 
1.6The council is working hard on behalf of the residents, Scrub users and the Trust to 

provide an alternative access, that is far less disruptive to residents and has potentially 
less impact on the ecology of the Scrubs; by proposing a different access from Old Oak 
Common Lane.  The new route across the Scrubs needs planning permission to be 
obtained from OPDC before end of March 2021.  It is crucial that all preparatory site 
clearances are completed before the bird nesting season starts in March to ensure 
wildlife is protected.  

  
1.7 HS2, in the last few weeks, have committed to working with the Council and OPDC to 

bring forward the new alternative access as a priority, on the basis that this is better for 
residents, users, the ecology of the Scrubs and their wider programme is not delayed.  
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However, there are a number of issues to be resolved quickly before HS2 will formally 
agree to move the access point from Braybrook Street.  

 
1.8 The Trust has a critical role to play in realising the new access route.  This report sets 

out the key issues involved and the actions the Trust, HS2, and OPDC need to take to 
achieve the alternative access route via Old Oak Common Lane.  

 
1.9 The report considers the ecological implications of both routes, including the remediation 

and future management of the areas of the Scrubs post the HS2 works.  
 
2.  RECOMMENDATIONS  
 
2.1 That the Trust supports the principle of seeking an alternative access from Old Oak 

Common Lane across the Scrubs for HS2 to undertake the sewer works and agree to 
work with all relevant parties to pursue it;  

 
2.2 That the Trust enters into an agreement with HS2 to enable access to the area of 

Wormwood Scrubs (refered to as the ‘alternative route’ and shown edged green on Plan 
2  in this report) to undertake the sewer realignment works from Old Oak Common Lane; 

 
2.3  That authority is given to the Trust Manager to undertake all necessary steps to facilitate 

the Trust entering into the agreement with HS2 referred to in recommendation 2.2 
following agreement by the Chair of WSCT and consultation with the other Trust 
members;  

 
2.4 That the Trust approves the limited carrying out of vegetation clearance works, only 

where required, following agreement by the Chair of the WSCT in the areas of 
Wormwood Scrubs refered to as the ‘alternative route’ and shown edged green on Plan 
2;   

 
2.5 That authority is granted to HS2 to use the existing gated entrance from Braybrook 

Street  (referred to as the ‘temporary access’ and shown outlined in green on Plan 2 
below) and the route to the sewer realignment works by light vehicles to carry out 
vegetation clearance works and establish a site perimeter for the sewer realignment 
works in order to avoid the bird nesting season and protect wildlife.  

 
3.     BACKGROUND  
 
3.1  What are HS2’s planned works?   
 
 

3.1.1 Plan 1 overleaf shows all HS2 works in Old Oak including the re-routing of 13+ utilities 
along Old Oak Common Lane, known as Under Track Crossing (UTX) works and diversion 
of the Sewer with access from Braybrook Street.   
 
3.1.2 All of these works have consent under the government’s HS2 Act (2017) including a 
new vehicular access from Braybrook Street onto the Scrubs and a temporary access road 
across open land for construction traffic and site compounds. 
 
3.1.3 HS2 preliminary works programme for the Braybrook Street access involves parking 
bay suspensions in mid-December and clearing trees, shrubs, grass and topsoil to allow for 
a temporary road surface to their works site in January 2021.  
 
3.1.4 Construction works for the sewer itself are expected to start in April 2021 and last till 
the end of 2022.  
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3.1.5 There is significant local opposition from residents, Friends groups, elected members 
and of course the Trust itself to HS2’s existing plan to access from Braybrook Street.  
 
3.1.6 Residents’ and Members’ concerns include:  

 Disruption caused by lorries accessing the site near their homes 

 Subsequent noise, air pollution  

 Loss of parking bays  

 Road enclosed by hoardings reduces areas of Scrubs – which then cannot be 
accessed 

 Impact on ecological habitats  
 
Plan 1: HS2 planned works  
 

 
 

3.2  Are there any other options?  
 

 

3.2.1 Under the Act of Parliament HS2 are authorised to use Braybrook Street in order to 
gain access to, and across, the Scrubs to undertake the sewer works above. HS2 could 
therefore proceed with these planned works despite objections from the Council and the 
local community.  
 
3.2.2 However the Council has asked HS2 to consider the option of an alternative route 
on to and across the Scrubs from Old Oak Common Lane (OOC Lane). This would 
resolve the concerns over the impact on local residents over the use of Braybrook Street and 
will be less disruptive to users of the Scrubs. Wider concerns over the impact on ecology 
would remain with both options, although council officers are trying as much as possible to 
mitigate these. There will still be removal of vegetation necessary and this is allowed under 
the HS2 Act.  
 
3.2.3 On a positive note, HS2 has very recently publicly committed to working with the 
Council and the OPDC to explore the potential for an access from OOC Lane. This was 
communicated to local residents and in a public statement. The delivery of a new route 
across the Scrubs from Old Oak Common Lane requires a planning application and rapid 
joint working across all the organisations involved.  
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3.2.4 The Trust also needs to be aware that quite separate to this matter, the Council is 
currently investigating a significant highway defect with the footway along Braybrook Street 
that needs urgent repair works to take place in January 2021.  
 

 
3.3 What’s needed to bring an access from Old Oak Common Lane forward?   

 

3.3.1 The precise alignment of the access road across the Scrubs from OOC Lane is still 
under review and will be informed by the results of ecological surveys currently undeway on 
site and due to be completed w/c 14th December with all efforts being made to minimise 
ecological impact. 
 
3.3.2 The following planning, highway and landowner consents are needed:   

 
 

Highways consent from LB Ealing 

 London Borough of  Ealing is the Highways Authority for OOC Lane and needs to 
give consent for a new highways access from OOC Lane onto Scrubs. 

 HS2 must submit an application to LB Ealing, LBHF will be consulted. 
 

Planning permission from OPDC 

 Will be required for the new alternative route across the Scrubs (edged in green 
on Plan 2 below)  

 LBHF will submit a planning application to OPDC – who are the planning 
authority that determine the application 

 HS2 will provide plans and information required for the planning application. 
 

Landowner’s approval from Wormwood Scrubs Charitable Trust (WSCT)  

 Land needed for the new alternative route from Old Oak Common Lane is outside 
the limits of the HS2 Act so WSCT as landowner will need to give consent to HS2 
to access the area. 

 Voluntary agreement between LBHF, WSCT and HS2 is required – e.g. license 
or Deed of Covenant granting rights to enter land and reinstate on completion.  

 

Table 1: Summary of key players, governance and decision making  
 

Organization  Responsibility  
 

HS2 Under the powers of HS2 Act, HS2 are responsible for re-routing of 
Stamford Brook Sewer through Wormwood Scrubs and 13 utility 
companies’ services known as Under Track Crossing (UTX) works through 
Old Oak Common Lane 
 

OPDC  Planning Authority for any applications relating to development on Scrubs  
 

LBHF  
Highways Authority 
 
 

Responsible for managing and maintaining Braybrook Street 

LB Ealing  
Highways Authority 
 
 

Responsible for managing and maintaining Old Oak Common Lane 

WSCT  Responsible for land consents relating to  Wormwood Scrubs  
(outside HS2 Act Limits (powers) e.g. land not identified in HS2 Act 
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Plan 2 – indicative alternative route from Old Oak Common Lane linking to Sewer site  

 

 
 
 
3.3.3 By providing temporary access from the existing access gate at Braybrook Street, the 
red access route from Braybrook Street would also become a temporary route. Therefore 
when the alternative access from OOC Lane is provided this will no longer be needed.  
 
 
3.4 PHOTOS OF ALTERNATIVE ROUTE  
The following photos show the approximate alternative route shown which will use existing 
hardstanding tarmac areas where possible and avoid trees.  
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a. Entry point from OOC Lane  
Access is away from residential properties. Large Willow tree will be protected   

 
 
 
 
b. Part of temporary road for alternative route would run over existing tarmac. 
    Large Willow tree to be retained and will be protected 
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c. Route continues across hardstanding  

 
 
 
d. Route would continue between gap in trees and shrubs towards sewer site 

Soil to be retained on site in mounds along road with paths for Scrub users 
through mounds
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4. ECOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS  
 

4.1 Protected Species & Ecological Surveys 
 
4.1.1 What are the most recent surveys? 
The most recent species survey is from 2019 by Land Use Consultants (LUC). These are 
summarised in Appendix 3 and available in full on the Scrubs website here. The Chartered 
Institute of Ecology and Environmental Management (CIEEM) recommends that surveys 
between 18 months and 3 years old require updating by a professional ecologist. The 
surveys are adequate, but with the interest in protected species on site (especially lizards 
and bats), it is prudent to review the surveys. As there are few mobile species on site, and 
the habitat has not materially changed since the previous surveys were conducted, the 
surveys are unlikely to differ significantly. 

  
 
 

 A Phase 2 Vegetation Survey 2019 gained a detailed understanding of the 
vegetation communities present on the Scrubs and their ecological importance. 

 

 The Extended Phase 1 Survey in 2019 was to identify the chief habitats and 
establish a Biodiversity Metric against which any future changes in biodiversity can 
be measured. 

 The Invertebrate survey in 2018 was to assess the invertebrate biodiversity of the 
site concentrating on the Meadow area 

 Further Breeding birds and Hedgehog survey 2018 were commissioned as the 
2017 survey had not been carried out at an optimal time for birds and no hedgehogs 
had been found. 

 Protected Species Survey 2017 was commissioned for a suite of protected species; 
reptile, birds, bats and hedgehogs  


 Extended phase 1 habitat survey 2016 identified characteristic and unusual 
species, the chief habitats present and determined the sensitivity and importance of 
these features in a local, regional (London) and national context. 

 

 A Soil survey, Tree survey and Tree Constraints plan have also been carried out. 
This identifies soil type and condition and the position, species and condition of all 
individual or groups of trees on site to determine their relative importance and what 
measures should be put in place if any development takes place nearby. 

 

 
4.1.2 LUC are currently carrying out update surveys to be completed by the end of this 
week. Although this time of year is suboptimal for some species, surveys can be completed 
as a suitability assessment and are outlined below: 

 
4.1.3 Bats  
The 2017 protected species report (see website here) details on p34: “Wormwood Scrubs 
Park offers only a limited habitat resource for bats. The woodland habitat and treelines 
[along the northern embankment] are of negligible value to roosting bats due to the young 
age of the trees and/or exposure to high levels of artificial lighting”, with the overall impact 
“likely to be negligible” (also p34). The surveys were conducted in optimal conditions of June 
and September 2017. LUC will be conducting an update survey by end of week commencing 
15th Dec 2020. As this will be outside of normal bat activity months, it will be restricted to 
looking for evidence of bats on trees etc. Government guidance suggests that visual 
inspections can be conducted year round, and that the period December-March is good for 
visual signs as leaves are gone.  
 
4.1.4 Lizards 
The 2017 protected species report indicates Common (or viviparous) lizards (Zootoca 
vivpara) are found throughout the Scrubs. Surveys were conducted for grass snakes (Natrix 
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natrix) and slowworms (Anguis fragilis) but neither were observed. Surveys were conducted 
June-August 2017. An update survey will be completed by LUC by end of next week. 
Mitigation methods will be considered when clearing vegetation (see below).  Historical 
observations of lizards from Green Infrastructure for Greater London (GiGL) have reported 
that they tended to concentrate on the northern embankment away from the proposed route.   
 
4.1.5 Mammals 
No evidence of hedgehogs (Erinaceus europaeus) was found during surveys. The Scrubs is 
surrounded by impermeable barriers to hedgehog dispersal and the Scrubs itself is heavily 
disturbed by dog walkers and sports activities. There are no recorded observations of either 
hedgehogs or badgers (Meles meles) within 2km of the site from GiGL species records. 

 
 

4.2 VEGETATION CLEARANCE 
 
4.2.1 What trees would be felled - What is their condition? Would they be replaced? 
The entrance from Braybrook Street is close to two 40+ year ULE (useful life expectancy), 
A1-grade Oak trees (Quercus robur). HS2 have suggested that any route in from Braybrook 
will not remove these trees and the branches could be “lifted” but close inspection of the Act 
boundary suggests the route runs through at least one of these oaks and heavy pruning 
would be required of approximately half of the canopy of the other. It is therefore likely that 
both trees will be affected by a route from Braybrook Street.  
 
4.2.2 The alternative entrance from Old Oak Common Lane has the potential to impact a 
B2-grade, 40+ ULE lime tree (Tilia x europea) although it is yet unconfirmed if this would be 
removed by the UTX works anyway. The proposed route avoids a large, B2-condition, 20+ 
year ULE white willow  (Salix alba) see picture `a` entry point off OOCL above), but would 
fell a poor quality grade, <10 year ULE cherry tree (Prunus umineko) north of the willow. A 
couple of hardy, scrub-like bushes growing out of the asphalt area (possible goat willow – 
Salix caprea) would be removed.  Two B1-grade Norway maples (Acer platanoides) should 
be unaffected by the works but may need a light prune. An update survey by LUC next week 
will confirm the impact of the route on existing trees and any mitigation that should be put in 
place 

 
4.2.3 The draft Wormwood Scrubs Conservation Masterplan proposes plans to enhance 
and improving the ecology of this area . This would include many replacements for the 
currently poor quality, non-native cherry tree. 
 
4.2.4 What does “vegetation clearance” mean and what vegetation is being removed? 
Vegetation clearance means the removal of plants for works access. Vegetation can refer to 
grass, scrubs and trees. Further details of the vegetation clearance works in regard to trees 
are considered in 4.2.1 above and grass and scrubland in 4.2.5 and 4.2.6 below. 

 
4.2.5 For the Braybrook Street entrance, vegetation removal includes the two oaks 
considered above and associated blackthorn scrub but is predominantly vegetation classified 
by the 2018 Phase 2 NVC Vegetation Survey Report as MG1b, a “very common and typical 
vegetation type of unmanaged grasslands” (p8). The vegetation is classified as “relatively 
low conservation value”. We do not yet have information on the mode of clearance, HS2 is 
currently producing this; this will be required before works and would have to be approved by 
relevant officers at the Council.  

 
4.2.6 For the Old Oak Common Lane entrance, vegetation clearance refers to small 
patches of bramble and the two scrub-like bushes (possible goat willow – Salix caprea) on 
the asphalt remnant. It would also include the removal MG1b vegetation as above, and small 
pockets of W24  community: another habitat typical of unmanaged urban grassland.  The 
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amount of vegetation is not significant and impacts on ecology could be further mitigated by 
using hand tools for removal where possible.  

 
4.2.7 How will the road be restored and who is responsible for this? 
Construction of the Old Oak Common temporary access road requires the removal of 
approximately a  foot of top soil and subsoil. The soil will be stored in low mounds alongside 
the road, with periodic gaps in the mound to allow users of the Scrubs to connect with 
existing pathways. When the temporary road surface is removed, the soil will be replaced 
with recolonisation by grass and wild flower species consistent with the conservation 
masterplan. 
 
4.3 MITIGATION 
 

4.3.1 Lizards 
Mitigating development impacts on any lizards found is one of the main priorities for 
development on the Scrubs. The protected species report from 2018 suggests that 
viviparous lizards (Zootoca viviparous) are found throughout the Scrubs, but historically have 
been largely recorded on the northern embankment (see map below). If found, the 
government recommends a number of mitigating actions, as well as cautioning against 
impacts during hibernation, these include: 
 

 move the reptiles (translocate) to another area that has been specially prepared, 
maintaining networks across the site (for large schemes) 

 displace them from sensitive areas by changing the vegetation 

 changing the timing of the work 
 

 
 
Clearance by hand is less disruptive and would more easily allow mitigation of impacts on 
lizards. We do not yet know the method of clearance for areas within the Act but this will be 
required before works and will be approved by the relevant officers at the Council. 
 
 
 

Lower concentration of historical lizard 
observations near alternative route 
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4.3.2 Bird nesting  
Vegetation clearance should happen before the bird nesting season March to October to 
protect wildlife. The purpose of clearing before these dates is to prevent birds nesting in 
areas where they could be adversely impacted during later works. 

 
5. OUTLINE PROGRAMME TIMELINE -  OOC LANE ALTERNATIVE ACCESS  
 

Work continues at pace to reduce the time needed to bring forward the consents for the 
alternative access.   
 
 

 Table 2: Outline Programme for Old Oak Common Lane Access 

 Activity  Date by 

1 HS2 provide all drawings/info required to support planning application  Friday  
15 January 

2 LBHF Planning Application submitted to OPDC                          Monday  
18 January  

3 Planning application public consultation starts for 21 days Monday  
18 January  

4 Planning application public consultation ends  Monday  
8 February   

5 Pre-works on site to deliver Old Oak Common Lane within HS2 Act 
Powers - vegetation clearance and hoardings (around compound site only) 
from late Jan to March (to avoid bird nesting season) 

8 February  

6 Pre-works on site to deliver Old Oak Common Lane outside HS2 Act 
remit for vegetation clearance (to avoid bird nesting season)  

8 February  

7.  HS2 submit highways consent application for OOC Lane junction to LB 
Ealing 

15 February 

8 Planning application determined by OPDC 
LBEaling approve highway application  

15 March 

9 HS2 start works to construct access off OOC Lane  15 March  
 

 
6. WHAT WILL PRE WORKS FOR OOC LANE OPTION INVOLVE?  
 

6.1 The pre-works in item 6 above would involve clearing a tree, shrubs, grass and topsoil to 
allow construction of a temporary road for vehicles to get to the works site. The impact on 
vegetation is discussed in detail in section 5 above. In terms of vehicle movements: 
 
6.2 Temporary access for site clearance from Braybrook St 
 

6.2.1 In order to keep to the programme and protect ecology, and while the planning 
application proceeds for OOCL access, HS2 need to access the Scrubs temporarily from 
Braybrook St for site clearance on the sewer compound site within the Act. This temporary 
access needs to be provided so that HS2 does not revert to its powers under the Act to 
provide the construction route access from Braybrook St.  This temporary access would only 
be used by light vehicles until planning permission for the alternative access is granted and 
therefore the access from Old Oak Common can be constructed – see below. 
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6.2.2 By providing access from the existing gate near the junction of Wulfstan Street, it 
would be possible to prevent the removal of three trees, including two high quality oak trees 
pictured below that would have been removed as part of the Braybrook St entrance works 
under the Act.   
 
Oak trees at Braybrook Street entrance  

 
 
 
Braybrook Street existing gated access 
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6.2.3 There is a possibility that by connecting the two compound sites the need for hoarding 
or fencing may not be required to secure the access road, although this is dependant on 
CDM/Health and Safety requirements, when a risk assessment is conducted by HS2 for 
Sewer and Utility works before construction begin. 
 
6.2.4 Ground protection mats (see appendices) will also be laid along the existing track for 
the light vehicles to access from the existing Braybrook Street to limit soil deterioration over 
the winter. 
 
6.3 Scale of activity  
 

6.3.1 By enabling access from the existing maintenance access of Braybrook Street, the 
scale of activity is likely to be far less than if the main access to the site (within the HS2 Act) 
for the sewer works is pursued as heavy vehicles would have been used for the work from 
the beginning. 
 
6.3.2 The core working hours are 08.00 to 18.00 on weekdays (except bank holidays) and 
from 08.00 to 13.00 on Saturdays.  (When the main works on the sewer or utlity diversions 
begin, HS2 are able to work beyond core hours in order to meet the programme for the Old 
Oak Common Station).  The work associated by providing temporary access would be within 
the core working hours and will not be noisy compared to tunnelling works or utlily 
diversions.  The programme provided by HS2 indicates the time required for site perimeter 
work is 10 weeks but this is because the programme has been drawn out and separated into 
stages to minimise the impact from the temporary access and to stay within core hours of 
working. 
 

 
6.3.3 In both cases access would be via Wulfstan street and the existing width restriction.    
 
6.3.4 In terms of the light vehicles and plant the following is envisaged: 
 
 

 Vehicles to bring in and lay down ground protection mats 

 Light Goods Vehicles for clearing of grass and shrubs in the sewer works compound 
area and within the proposed alternative path within the scrubs 

 Vegetation clearance and recycling 

 Site perimeter fencing or hoarding at sewer works site 
 
6.3.5 For this work it is assumed that 4x4 vehicles with trailers, modified transit top loaders, 
welfare van, mini diggers, chippers and 7.5 tonne tipper trucks may be used (see 
appendices). 
 
6.3.6 If fencing is needed than this can be brought in with the transit or 7.5 tonne flat loaders 
and installed, similar to the set up and management of events (see appendices). 
 
6.4 Hoarding around sewer works and utility site perimeter 
 

6.4.1 For fencing and hoarding around the sewer works perimeter, initially temporary fencing 
would be used.  However depending on site security assessments this could be upgraded to 
hoarding.  
 

6.4.2 The approximate height of the hoarding in this case will be 2.4m.  Typical hoarding 
finish is painted plywood, however, there may be opportunities to add a more aesthetic finish 
that fits better into the local environment.  
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6.4.3 This is normally added to the hoarding after installation following engagement with 
local stakeholders and the community on options that are available. For example, the finish 
of the main HS2 site hoarding is shown in the image below. 
 
 
Typical compound hoarding  

 
 
6.5 Old Oak Common Lane Access Road – post planning approval 
6.5.1 In terms of heavy vehicles such as larger lorries and heavy machinery, and the activity 
associated with the construction of the access road; this would not occur until planning 
permission has been determined.  Subsequently, machinery to remove topsoil and subsoil 
such as diggers would then be needed.  Materials such as crushed stone would also need to 
be brought in to construct a gravel road, followed by plate or rolling compactors.  This activity 
would occur when planning consent has been obtained.   
 
6.6 Detailed plans for compound areas and alternative route. 
This report considers the alternative access to the Sewer realignment works and compound. 
We have indicative plans of the compound areas of the Sewer works and the UTX works, 
see site plan 1 above, and will receive detailed plans and ecology mitigation plans from HS2. 
The detail plan for the alternative route will be available for the planning application in early 
January. 
 

7. THE ROLE OF THE WORMWOOD SCRUBS CHARITABLE TRUST (WSCT) 
 
 

7.1 Whilst HS2 already have powers under the Act to access Wormwood Scrubs from 
Braybrook Street and to carry out all of this work, WSCT consent would be required for the 
new new route across the Scrubs (edged in green on Plan 2 above). 
 
7.2 In order to bring forward the OOC Lane route, the Trust could allow HS2 some 
temporary and less  intrusive access on to the Scrubs beyond that agreed in the Act. This 
would involve the Trust allowing short term access from Braybrook Street’s existing access 
gate from late January 2021 to early spring 2021 to clear vegetation in advance of bird 
nesting season, whilst the planning application for the OOC Lane access is submitted and 
determined by the OPDC. This would enable the main works to start in spring 2021.  
 
7.3 The Trust also has a key role to play in agreeing the ecological remediation of the 
Scrubs once the construction works are completed.  This is discussed in section 8 below.  
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7.4 This report therefore makes a number of recommendations set out above which would 
need to be approved by the Trust if the OOC Lane access is to be achieved.   

 
8. REMEDIATION PLAN FOR WORMWOOD SCRUBS  

8.  

8.1 Prior to starting works, HS2 must provide the Council with method statements setting out 
information for: 
  

 existing ecological habitats – surveys, photos etc. and; 

 how habitats would be protected before, during and after works 
 

8.2 On completion of the works, HS2 must carry out remediation works to restore the area to 
its previous condition or better, as described in the Conservation Masterplan. 
 
8.3 In 2016, the Council secured an agreement with HS2 for £3.9m for ecological 
improvements across the Scrubs.  This funding will develop a Conservation Masterplan with 
proposals to enhance and build on the ecological value of the Scrubs, closely working with 
the community and stakeholders. The cost of the surveys and remediation associated with 
the sewer realignment and UTX works is separate from this and is also funded by HS2. 
 
8.4 Land Use Consultants (LUC) were appointed in late 2018.  to  undertake  extensive 
ecology and arboriculture surveys and prepare a draft Conservation Masterplan (CMP).  
This masterplan sets out the context, current land use, character areas and significance of 
the Scrubs.  The draft Masterplan seeks to improve ecological habitats across the Scrubs, 
delivered through a detailed 10-year management plan which rolls out improvements and 
changes to management practices over this period to allow habitats to establish and flourish.   
The funds already allocated from HS2 for environmental mitigation are distinct and separate 
to any environmental mitigation related works on the Scrubs and should be funded as such. 
 
8.5 This Conservation Masterplan includes proposals for a comprehensive ecological 
enhancement scheme for the north-west corner of the Scrubs affected by the current works.  
Subject to WSCT agreeing the Masterplan proposals, improvements works could start by 
September 2021 and include the restoration of this area.  

 
8.6 LUC presented the draft Masterplan at WSCT Committee meeting in January 2020. 
Subsequently the 30 June 2020 WSCT Committee meeting proposed a sub-group  
to review the works in more detail. It met on 29 October 2020 and a follow up meeting is 
planned for January 2021. 

 
8.7 The sub-group is made up of members, representatives of the Climate Emergency and 
Biodiversity Commission; the Disabled People’s Commission and the Friends of Wormwood 
Scrubs. It is supported by consultants and officers to review and agree the Plan.  
 

8.8 Ecological improvement is proposed on completion of HS2 works. See 
proposed Scrubs masterplan and photos below 
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Plan 3: Proposed Scrubs masterplan  
 

 
 
Existing – North-west corner of Wormwood  Scrubs  

 
 
(illustrative) Land Use Consultant’s scheme in Beddington 
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APPENDICES 
 
1. Land requiring planning consent 
2. Images of proposed temporary works  
3. Summary of ecology surveys 
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APPENDIX 1 
Land requiring planning consent 

Plan 4: Land requiring planning consent, as it falls outside of HS2 Act Limits (powers)  
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APPENDIX 2 
Type of matting to be used for proposed temporary works by light vehicles as shown 
in vehicle image below 
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Light Goods Vehicles like these to be used 
 

 
 
 
 
A 7.5 tonne tipper 
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Examples of Plant Equipment 
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APPENDIX 3  
Summary of ecology surveys 
 
a. Extended phase 1 habitat survey 2016 
The survey followed the standard Phase 1 habitat survey methodology. The aim is to identify 
characteristic and unusual species and the chief habitats present and determine the 
sensitivity and importance of these features in a local, regional (London) and national 
context. It also recommended various ecological enhancements. 
 
It found most areas were regarded as providing a moderate wildlife value due to their low 
plant species diversity and habitat homogeneity. For example, most areas of woodland were 
very even aged with little or no ground layer and approximately 30% of the Scrubs is 
devoted to playing fields with very short grassland of low wildlife value. The following areas 
were considered to represent the most biodiversity interest:  
 

 The Meadow area, containing extensive areas of scrub and wildflower rich grassland. 

This area is known to provide suitable habitat for several protected or scarce London 

species such as common lizard, meadow pipit and lesser whitethroat.  

 Chats Paddock, despite its small size, offers a high wildlife value with a good range 

of tree and berry-bearing shrub species and thick understorey suitable for nesting 

birds. 

 Martin Bell’s Wood, consists of a well-structured woodland containing numerous 

open glades which likely provide habitats for notable invertebrate and bird species 

The timing of the survey was good for plants and invertebrates but less so for Birds. Further 
surveys were recommended for Reptiles, Birds, Hedgehogs and Bats. 
 
b. Protected Species Survey 2017 
The surveys were commissioned to assess the current importance of the Scrubs for a suite 
of protected species in light of proposed impacts to the Scrubs through the construction and 
operation of High Speed Rail 2 (‘HS2’). The timing of the survey for reptiles and birds was 
felt to be adequate and for bats and hedgehogs as suitable with broad results as follows: 
 
Reptiles. Only viviparous lizard Zootoca vivipara was observed, in healthy numbers across 
the entire survey transect. Large numbers of very young yearling individuals suggesting 
successful breeding has taken place. The proposed HS2 works are therefore likely to 
adversely affect the local population here through habitat destruction/vegetation removal and 
disturbance from on-site machinery and trench digging. However, this is dependent on the 
time of year and the scale of the proposed works which is not yet fully known. All the 
proposed ecological enhancements are likely to have positive impacts on onsite habitats for 
reptiles.  
 
Birds. 15 bird species were observed displaying one or more breeding behaviours, 
suggesting nesting was taking place within or near the survey area. Juvenile kestrels and 
long-tailed tits strongly suggesting breeding had been successful on site for these species. 
Provided the HS2 works are not carried out during the bird breeding season (March – 
October), breeding birds are not likely to be directly disturbed by the construction processes.  
 
However, the temporary removal of habitat along the base of the embankment may lower 
the ecological quality of the site in the long-term, thus reducing the suitability of the area for 
breeding birds. All the proposed ecological enhancements should significantly improve the 
suitability of the various habitats for birds. 
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Hedgehog. Footprint tunnel and spotlighting surveys did not confirm the presence of 
hedgehog although the site supports suitable foraging and nesting habitats, it is heavily 
disturbed (in particular from dog walkers and sports activities) and the surrounding roads 
and railway line likely pose significant barriers to the movement of hedgehogs. The proposed 
habitat enhancements have the potential to improve the site in the long-term, but measures 
to improve connectivity such as mammal underpasses and undisturbed fenced off areas 
would also be necessary if a hedgehog population is to be established. 
 
Bats. Low numbers of flight records for common pipistrelle, soprano pipistrelle, and noctule 
bats were recorded. Bat roosting opportunities were negligible and roost sites are unlikely to 
occur at the site. Transitional habitats associated with woodland edge, woodland edge, 
scrub and long grass offered feeding opportunities for low numbers of Pipistrellus species. 
Any temporary loss of habitat along the northern section, associated with the HS2 
development, has the potential to reduce bat activity at the site, at least in the short term. 
However, given the low numbers of bats recorded, and following the implementation of 
remedial habitat enhancement works, the overall long-term impact of the proposals on the 
Wormwood Scrub’s bat population is likely to be negligible. Proposals to establish a 
permanent wetland habitat ideally with an expanse of water would provide a suitable long-
term habitat enhancement for bats. Bat boxes could be installed to provide roosting habitat, 
but should be considered secondary to the improvement of foraging habitat. 
 
c. Breeding birds and Hedgehog surveys 2018 
The surveys were commissioned to reaffirm the importance of the Scrubs for breeding birds 
as the 2017 survey had not been carried out at an optimal time and for hedgehogs because 
none were found previously. 
 
Breeding birds. 19 bird species were observed displaying one or more breeding behaviours 
and nine were confirmed as breeding on site with others possibly breeding on site. The 
survey reaffirmed that the most important breeding area for birds is Lester’s Embankment 
with dense vegetation inaccessible from the high numbers of dog walkers and joggers. The 
severe effect of visitor pressure on the Scrubs is thought to be the reason why breeding bird 
numbers are lower on the open flat area despite abundant suitable nesting locations.  
 
Hedgehog. As in 2017, surveys did not confirm the presence of hedgehog. 
 
d. Invertebrate survey 2018 
The primary purpose of the survey was to assess the invertebrate biodiversity of the site 
concentrating on the Meadow area. 201 invertebrate species were recorded including; 4 
nationally rare (red data book) species, 9 nationally scarce (notable) species and 17 ‘very 
local’ species were recorded. Meadow habitat is often vulnerable to human interference 
through inappropriate cutting regimes, or abandonment to scrub encroachment, and the 
Scrubs recorded a good list of unusual and scarce insects associated with rough grassland. 
 
e. Phase 2 Vegetation Survey 2019 
The survey was commissioned to gain a detailed understanding of the vegetation 
communities present on the Scrubs and highlight areas of greatest ecological importance.  
 
An initial walkover identified five vegetation communities that did not neatly fit within 
published vegetation types. Mostly these were common to unmanaged areas and typically 
are accorded low ecological value at a national level, although in urban areas their presence 
can be of relative importance. Any damage inflicted by the HS2 sewer realignment work 
along the base of Lester’s Embankment will not reduce the vegetational diversity of the site 
as this area is floristically identical to the rest of the site. It is recommended that conservation 
management practises such as grazed and/or seasonal cutting are undertaken on a long-
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term basis in order to improve the diversity of the vegetation which is currently dominated by 
few highly competitive species. 
 
Extended Phase 1 Survey and Biodiversity Net Gain 2019 A Phase 1 survey similar to 
the one carried out in 2016 to identify characteristic and unusual species and the chief 
habitats present and establish a Biodiversity Metric against which any changes in the 
biodiversity can be measured from development, land management changes or ecological 
enhancements. 
 
Habitats on site were converted to broad UK classifications subject to condition, connectivity 
and strategic significance in line with DEFRA guidance. A number of threats including; 
recreation, invasive species and a lack of general habitat diversity were identified and 
explored. If allowed to continue they will reduce biodiversity. A number of opportunities 
including woodland and wetland creation and grassland management were identified and 
explored which will improve biodiversity. 
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